
 

 

What is data and why do we need it? 

What do we do? 

1. Begin with a discussion about variables in an experiment. See our checkpoint 3 video 

or the information below for some more details about this. 

2. As a class, go through the Data Collection Sheet. Discuss at each point what the class 

thinks is the most suitable answer to each question is. Discuss how each factor we’re 

measuring might affect the soil health. 

3. If applicable, this may be an opportunity to invite your school groundskeeper to talk 

about how they manage the soil (i.e. watering, fertiliser, etc).  

4. When the data collection sheet is completed, compare the burial site to other 

locations in the school or home gardens. Try to have each student identify at least 

one location where the soil is a little bit different to the burial site. This may be 

reflected in the plant varieties, ground cover, soil colour, etc.  

5. Design a scientific experiment. Come up with some hypotheses about what factors 

will be most important to the soil health. In other words, try to guess which part of 

the gardens/school grounds will break down undies the fastest and the slowest. Be 

sure to back up each guess with some evidence or prior knowledge.  

 

What do my results mean? 

The Soil Your Undies experiment gives us a visual indication of how active our soil biology is, 

by showing us how much of the cotton is left. In a soil that is unhealthy (e.g. nutrient poor, 

too acidic/alkaline, too dry or too wet, etc.) the biological activity is going to be hindered 

and our undies will break down slower, leaving the undies more intact. When we dig up our 

undies and see how much of the cotton has broken down, this in itself does not tell us why 

our soil is as healthy or unhealthy as it is. To determine this, we need more information. It is 

important to remember at this point that there are approximately 300 pairs of undies 

buried across Australia for this experiment – from Cairns, to Broome, to Tasmania, and 

everywhere in between. It is only by doing this experiment hundreds of times that we can 

gather enough information to start finding patterns and trends in the data. Some examples 

of what we might expect to find could be: 

- Do undies break down fastest in Vegetable gardens, lawns, or flower beds? 

- Does one particular type of ground cover promote better soil biology than others? 

- Do soils that only get watered by rain have a noticeably different soil heath to 

regularly watered soils? 

- Are certain types of fertilisers better for soil biology than others (or none)? 

- Does the cotton break down faster at a certain pH value? 
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    SOIL YOUR UNDIES CHALLENGE 

It is only by looking at a lot of different pairs of undies from many different locations that we 

can start to find these patterns. By understanding what factors contribute to healthy soil, 

when we identify soil in need of some help we are able to efficiently improve its health and 

biological activity.  

Further information 

 Scientific experiments have to consider a range of different variables in order to get a 

predictable result. In a lab environment, it is easy to control the environment of an 

experiment with regulated temperature, humidity, and preventing outside contaminants.  

For younger students, a more accessible analogy about variables might be that of making a 

cake. Cakes have several different ingredients that need to be added in certain amounts, 

and changing one of those amounts will affect how the cake turns out. Too much flour will 

make the cake dry and crumbly. Leaving out the baking powder will make it dense like a 

brownie. By changing one ingredient – one variable – the end result will be different. 

However, in an experiment such as Soil Your Undies, there are no standard conditions other 

than the time that the undies are buried for – 8 weeks. Every location has slightly different 

weather and climate, the soil has developed through different processes over different 

periods of time, and as a result each undies burial is a unique experiment. In order to obtain 

meaningful information from experiments like this, the experiment needs to be run 

hundreds of times collecting as much data as possible so that we can look for patterns and 

trends.  

Using what we already know, we can start to make educated guesses, a hypothesis, about 

what the results of the experiments might be. For example, we know that more nutrients 

are available in neutral pH soils, so we might predict that neutral soils will break down the 

undies the fastest. However, when we analyse the data, we might find that this is not the 

case. Perhaps if the soil is too dry, it doesn’t matter what the soil pH is because water is 

actually the most important factor. Until we get your data, as well as the data from the 

hundreds of other soiled undies, these are things that we don’t know for sure.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


